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RECENTCONFIRMATION OF AN ASTRONOMICALPREDIC-
TION.

By Pliny Eakle Chase,

Professor of Physics in Haverford College.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, October 3, 1873.)

In a communication to the Society on the 2d of May last,. I gave cer-

tain harmonic indications of "a possible unknown planet, planetoid

group; or other seat of solar and planetary perturbation" at about ^ of

the "Earth's mean distance from the Sun.* I also suggested that Wolf's

supposed sun-spot period of twenty-seven days "might be readily

explained by the perturbations and transits of a planetoid or meteoric

group, at a distance which would complete the terrestrial harmonic

series." If there is any such source of perturbation, there should be

not only maxima and minima of sun-spots at average intervals corres-

ponding with the period of solar rotation, but there should also be sub-

ordinate maxima and minima at intervals of a half-rotation, inasmuch as

the tidal influence would be exerted simultaneously at opposite extremi-

ties of the same solar diameter.

During my summer holidays I was enabled, through the courtesy of

Prof. Joseph Winlock, Director of the Observatory of Harvard University,

to examine observations of sun-spotted area, extending over a period of

nearly five months. They furnished indications of such disturbances as

I have described, but the period of observation was so short that I did

not regard them as conclusive.

On my return to Philadelphia, I found in Nature, of July 17, an

abstract of a communication to the Royal Society on June 19, by Messrs.

De La Rue, Stewart and Loewy. Those eminent observers adduce evi-

dences of a tendency in sun-spots "to change alternately from the north

or positive to the south or negative hemisphere, and vice versa,''
1 and they

attach special significance to the fact "that the two outbreaks are at oppo-

site ends of the same solar diameter.'''' These conclusions are based upon

three sets of observations, taken in three different years, and extending

over periods, respectively, of 145, 123, and 139 days. Their lowest

approximate estimate of the mean interval between two maxima of the

same sign, is 22.25 days ; the highest, 28 days ; "the most probable mean
value, 25.2 days." The interval between two maxima of the same sign

and originating at the same axial extremity, would of course be twice as

great.

There seems, therefore, to be conclusive evidence of some disturbing

force, revolving around the Sun in a period approximately equivalent to

two solar rotations. The mean radius vector of such a disturbing force

should be :

According to Sporer 2G3

" Carrington 205

Faye 266

*Ante p. 238 ; see also New York Tribune. May 2. 1S73.
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According to Wolf 267

• " De La Rue, Stewart and Loewy 2G7

" Herschel (Bianchi and Laugier) 268

" Harmonic analogy, a* 267

« « " a 269

• COMPARISONOF PLANETARYSERIES.

The closeness of the foregoing accordance may lend interest to a com-

parison of my own planeto-tactic series with those which have preceded

it.

Jupiter, being about two' and a-half times as great as the aggregate

mass of all the other planets, may be regarded as forming with the Sun

a binary star. The mutual action of the two controlling orbs of the

system, is greatest at perihelion. A mean radius vector corresponding to

the Schwabe sun-spot cycle, would be (11.07)1 = 4.967, which corresponds

very closely with Jupiter's secular mean perihelion distance (4.9787,

according to Stockwell, which would give a cycle of 11.11 years).

If the mean perihelion centre of gravity of the binary Star, Sun and

Jupiter, be regarded as the extremity of a linear pendulum, of which

the Sun's centre is the point of suspension, let us designate the distance

of the centre of oscillation of the pendulum from the point of supensiou

by a.

it X a = major axis of solar orbit about c. g. of binary star =
ft

77
3 X ft

= Mercury's mean perihelion distance =- y

Tt X y = Earth's " " = <J

7T X 8 = Asteroid at distance = 2 X Mars = e

3i X e = Saturn's mean distance .= 'C

it X C = Neptune's " = tj

f t] = Uranus's mean aphelion distance =
f t) = Saturn's " " = t

T
2
2 rj = Jupiter's mean perihelion distance = x

i x = Mars's mean aphelion distance = X

\ x = Earth's mean distance = /v.

\ y.
= Venus' s

" =v
\ z = Mean of Mercury's and Venus' s mean distances = o

J
T x = Mercury's mean aphelion distance = -

^l x = " " distance = p

fe x = " " perihelion distance = c

It will be readily seen that all the terms of the foregoing centripetal

*a, assuming Jupiter's radial centre of oscillation as the fundamental unit ; p. assuming

Earth's mean distance as the unit.
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Peikce's Phyllotactic Planetary Series.
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hypothesis, we may perhaps regard it as indicative of the initial tendency

to planetary aggregation, iuasmnch as we may reasonahly suppose that

the phyllotactic, or "distributive," ratio was most operative when the

nebulous diffusion was greatest.

Bode's series, like Kepler's laws, seems to have been at first merely

empirical. But if we conceive a rotating nebulous mass, with a slight

equatorial nucleus of condensation, the line of particles between the

nucleus and the centre will be influenced by tendencies to two different

kinds of motion : first, as portions of a rotating mass, with velocities

varying as the distance ; second, as revolving particles, with velocities

varying inversely as the square root of the distance. The first of these

tendencies, combined with the moment of inertia, would urge such par-

ticles as were free to move, towards the linear centre of oscillation. If

Mercury's mean distance be taken as the point of suspension, Uranus is

situated approximately at Neptune's linear centre of oscillation, and each

of the planets between Uranus and Yenus, is at the linear centre of

oscillation between the next superior and the next inferior planet.

My own series is based on the hypothesis that undulations excited in

the elastic aither, like those of air, strings, and other elastic bodies, tend

to produce harmonic as well as equivalent undulations. The orbital

motions of planets, may be regarded as tangential undulations which

have been deflected into circles by the continual influence of gravity,

and the equivalent radial undulations seem to have determined the -

series of groupings in planetary pairs, while the harmonic undulations

have been most operative within the planetary belt, where the planetary

and aethereal vibrations are in constant mutual inter-action. It will be

seen that the mean error of Bode's eight terms (.0022), is more than

seven times as great as that of my sixteen terms (.0003), and nearly

twenty-seven times as great as that of the eight terms in my series which

are directly comparable to his (.0000822). I can think of no mode of

gravitating action which will account for such close accordance, as well

as for the modifications of the harmonic series by planetary mass and the

confirmation of my harmonic prediction, except the one I have already

mentioned, the influence of equivalent and harmonic vibrations in an

indefinitely elastic sether.

All of the terms in each series, except the Bodeian term for Neptune,

represent actual planetary positions, or positions within the secular vari-

ations of planetary eccentricity. Stockw ell's discussion of the secular

variations of the orbital elements of the eight principal planets, has

shown that the most important of the correlated apsides are the same as

are represented in my harmonic series, for he has pointed out the follow-

ing curious relations :

"I. The mean motion of Jupiter's perihelion is exactly equal to the

mean motion of the perihelion of Uranus, and the mean longitudes of

those perihelia differ by exactly 180°. II. The mean motion of Jupiter's

node on the invariable plane is exactly equal to that of Saturn, and the

mean longitudes of these nodes differ by exactly 180°."
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Jupiter's perihelion is therefore properly comparable with the aphelion

of Uranus. A like comparability with Saturn's aphelion is not immedi-

ately evident, but "the orbit of Saturn is affected only by the difference

of the perturbations by r Jupiter and Uranus ;" Saturn and Jupiter always

act on the inclination of the orbit of Uranus in opposite directions ;

"the eccentricity of the orbit of Saturn always increases, while that of

Jupiter diminishes, and vice versa ;" therefore while either apsis of one

of the planets is approaching the Sun, the corresponding apsis of the

other planet is receding and the opposite apsis approaching. Then, if

we look only to secular mean positions, Jupiter and Uranus are simul-

taneously in opposite apsides ; and opposite apsides of Jupiter and Saturn

are simultaneously approaching to, or receding from, the Sun.

The fundamental centre of oscillation which forms the unit of the

- series, is determined by Jupiter's mean perihelion, with which, as we
have just seen, the mean aphelia of Saturn and Uranus are correlated,

and the same harmonic relations which subsist between these three im-

portant planets, fix, with close approximation, cardinal positions of the

other planets.

If planetary positions and times have been determined by mutual

gravitating action, it seems probable that in planetary masses and in the

normal undulations of the aether itself, simple relations to the same ac-

tion maybe traceable. Stockwell says (p. xvii), " a comparison of the

values * * * has suggested the inquiry whether there may
not be some unknown physical relation between the masses and mean
distances of the different planets." I believe that Proctor, and probably

other astronomers, have also suggested such a relation, but I am not

aware that one was ever pointed out until I called the attention of the

Society (Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, xiii, 141) to the equality between the

mean moments of inertia of the two principal planets (Jupiter, 5. 2028 2 X
9543 = 258318 ; Saturn, 9.53S9 2 X 2856 = 259851).

Of the many correlations of light and gravity which I have hitherto

indicated, the two following seem especially interesting in this connec-

tion. 1. The synchronism between the passage of a luminous undula-

tion from the Sun to the centre of oscillation of the outermost planet,

and the rotation of the Sun on its axis ; 2. The equality of the limiting

velocity of rotation to the velocity of light. In my original announce-

ment of this equality, I introduced, as one of the elements of my calcu-

lation, the Sun's centre of spherical gyration. To this the very reason-

able objection has been urged, that we know nothing of the internal

density of the Sun. I therefore submit the following considerations,

which are entirely independent of solar density.

In particles moving freely about an attracting centre, the mean (4/- -5- t)

velocity of oscillation through the centre of gravity, is to the velocity

(2 -r -s- t) of synchronous circular revolution about the centre of gravity,

as 2, is to -. The velocity acquired by falling, from an infinite distance,

to the extremity of any radius, is j/g „ r% If we suppose that the veloci-

ties of free oscillation and revolution are each retarded in the same pro-
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portion at the surface of the rotating Sun, and designate the mean

velocity of retarded oscillation by r, ; the velocity of infinite fall by c. :

under auy assumed expansion or contraction of the Sun's mass,

v, cc —,* while v., OC -»/--• If we wish to find the limiting velocity v°
1 >' - \ r

for the value of r, (r° = r -s- x 2
), which renders o^ = v.,°, we have the

equation
V° = t'

L
° = v

2
° = »! x- = v2 X

.
•

. X = »2 -H »
x

Taking Norton's estimate of solar radius (435,061.5) the value of v., is

375.5 miles per second, and various estimates of the time of solar rota-

tion give the following values of i\ and o .

Sporer T99 170,440

Carrington 788 178,920

Lelambre 787 179,210

Faye 785 179,660

Petersen 781 180,470

De La Rue, Stewart and Loewy 781 180,560

Herschel, (Bianchi and Laugier) 777 181,460

Harmonic prediction (^0) 771 182,800

The velocity of light, as deduced from Xorton's value of solar radius,

is 183,450 miles per second, which is approximately identical with the

limiting velocity, v .

TRANSCRIPTOFA CURIOUSMANUSCRIPTWORKIN CYPHER,
SUPPOSEDTO BE ASTROLOGICAL.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 3(7, 1873.)

The work, of which I have prepared the accompanying transcript, was

bought in Amsterdam, about seventy years ago. It consists of forty-

four manuscript pages, on twenty-four triangular leaves of parchment,

measuring nine inches on a side, substantially bound in a hog-skin c >ver.

It has been kept in a plush-lined tin case, so that it is in a state of ex-

cellent preservation, and appears as if newly written. On the lid of the

case is a figure of a dragon, together with the following inscription,

greatly defaced, but still distinct enough to be perfectly legible.

"Ex Doxo SAriENTissnn Co.MiTis St Germain Qui Orbeji Ter-

RARtJM PERCrCURRIT."

The cypher consists of twenty-six arbitrary characters. In preparing

to transcribe it, I counted the number of times each character was used,

substituting a for the one that occurred most frequently, b for the next in

frequency, and so on. The words are often run together, but there are

numerous breaks, which I have indicated, some of which appear to mark
divisions between words, while others may be arbitrary, or intended as

blinds.
* In consequence of the law of eqnal areas.


